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Why Change?

• Two major drivers of change
1. Commercialisation of the Internet
2. The rise and rise of multimedia

• Require evolution of the ‘end-to-end’ principle
• ‘push intelligence to the network edge’
• All state essential to the application should be outside the 

network
• Principle’s status questioned in recent papers from   

Internet luminaries
• Also an Internet Architecture Board discussion draft
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The User Base is Changing

1. No longer IT professionals willing to experiment
• Now non-technical focus on business and leisure uses
• Need for network based, user oriented services

2. Wide range of values and motivations including 
profit motive 
• Security and trust issues becoming dominant

3. Performance expectations increasing
• Multimedia plus integration into business operations
• Quality of Service demands will grow
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What is Happening to QoS?

• Over last decade, IETF has developed a very sophisticated 
QoS concept

• But it’s not being widely deployed
• Growing perception that QoS agenda has stalled

– Recent IEEE Comms Magazine issue
– Upcoming SIGCOM workshop

• Is IP QoS dead?
• Perhaps not – perhaps our expectations have been too 

great
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QoS is Hard – It Will Take Time to 
Mature

• QoS, particularly Diffserv, is a complex and abstract end 
to end system – you have to see the whole picture
– Per Hop Behaviours in the core

» packet schedulers, bandwidth allocation, Active Queue Management, (eg
RED)

– Traffic conditioning at the edge
» Classifying, metering, policing, shaping

– Service Level Agreements between providers
• Entirely unreasonable to expect practitioners to

– master all of these abstract concepts, 
– figure out how to use them, 
– as well as attend to normal business and security aspects
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Clearly, More R&D Required
But What?

• Even Internet 2 QoS WG could not persuade network 
administrators to implement QoS
– What’s in it for them?
– Even more cogent question for commercial ISP’s

• We need to present QoS from an operational, not a 
technical perspective
– Construct a ‘user interface’ to QoS
– Transform QoS language into a more commercially oriented 

conceptual framework
– Facilitate the construction of business plans
– Exploit the Policy Framework that the IETF is developing
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Example: Optimisation Flow 
Control

Source Rate

Value

Source Value Function

Interface
Capacity C

Problem: 
Choose source rates to maximise the sum of the values ie total network value
but do not exceed any interface capacity
- requires careful balancing of source rates
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Standard Constrained 
Optimisation Problem

Source Rate

Value
&

Cost

Source Value Function

Interface
Capacity C

Convert to unconstrained maximisation problem
- introduce auxiliary interface variables p – ‘marginal prices’
- add prices along path to give cost/ unit bandwidth for each source, P
- now choose rate R to maximise source utility = value – P*R

Interface
‘Price’ p

R

p
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Look Familiar?

• No? well, the marginal prices p are proportional to the queue 
lengths at congested interfaces
– Can be signaled additively to sources by using Active Queue 

Management (AQM) eg RED
– Sources adjust transmission rate in accordance with congestion 

indication via packet loss or Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN)
• Now does it begin to look familiar?
• Indeed Caltech/UCLA team have shown that

– TCP Reno has a value function using packet loss as the price
– TCP Vegas has a value function using queuing delay as the price
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So What Do We Have Here? 

• Another way of describing TCP/RED using the 
language of values and prices

• This is a ‘commercially’ oriented perspective on 
what is a very technical issue

• We can potentially use this approach, with its 
concepts of values, prices etc, to define an 
interface between the technical and business 
worlds
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There are Also Some Technical 
Benefits  

• This is a decentralised optimal traffic management system
• But its also a distributed nonlinear feedback control system 

with variable delay – err stability?
• Optimisation analysis gives equilibrium point
• Linearise about equilibrium and use classical linear control theory 

to analyse stability 
• Shows TCP/RED is unstable with high bandwidth delay products 

(oscillates) – this has been observed
• Caltech FAST project developing new algorithms for the emerging 

high speed Internet
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• A single marginal price for each source on a path is OK if 
all value functions are the same 
– more or less true for TCP

• Different multimedia applications
will need different value functions

– eg DCCP allows choice of congestion
control method

• Can create unfairness, generate anomalies and possibly 
lead to cheating

But There are Some Limitations: 
Trust and Fairness
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A Basis for Trade

• The commercial genie is out of the bottle
– Cannot expect commercial players to reveal all

» ISP’s must keep customer list, pricing structures etc 
confidential

• Need a mechanism to regulate the allocation of 
resources without full or even honest disclosure 
– Implies the introduction of some notion of cost or 

penalty
• An auction system may provide the basis of a 

suitable ‘market’ mechanism
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Another Example: The Bandwidth 
Broker Concept

BB1 BB2

Carrier

ISP1 ISP2

• Bandwidth Broker structure developed by Internet 2
• but no mechanism development it seems

• A mechanism proposed by Columbia University
- Progressive Second Price Auction

• Based on game theoretic concepts
• again each ‘player’ has value function but does not reveal it
• users bid against each other
• bid = (price, quantity)
• BB => (cost, allocation)

• Iterative process 
– reaches Nash Equilibrium
- A player cannot unilaterally improve position
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Are The Two Cases Related?

Source 
Rate

Value

• Yes! The Progressive Second Price Auction is a 
generalisation of the flow optimisation method in 
one sense
• the price curve is piecewise linear
• it’s shape depends on the relationship

between the user’s bids and other bids
• it is therefore user dependant 

• However the Bandwidth Broker is less
decentralised – potentially more expensive
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How Does All of This Fit with 
Traditional IP Networks 

• Well, perhaps it doesn’t entirely
• Go  back to square one 
• Basically two established models of networks

– Telephone Network  (connection oriented)
– Internet (connectionless)

• Conceptually very distinct
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Telephone Network Model

• Highly engineered and reliable
• Guaranteed Quality of Service 

– but one size fits all (homogeneous)
• Centrally managed – expensive and inflexible

– Operated to be essentially congestion free
– Service innovation is slow and bureaucratic 
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Internet Model

• Inexpensive and flexible
– Supports rapid service innovation 

• Heterogeneous with distributed management
– ‘Intelligence’ is pushed to the network edge
– Internal congestion conditions unavoidable (except by 

over-provisioning)
• No guaranteed Quality of Service
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A Clash of Cultures

• From the Telco perspective:
– IP routing is expensive and difficult to manage
– QoS, ie traffic management, is accepted practice 

• From the Internet perspective:
– IP routing is fundamental and so unavoidable
– QoS is foreign and difficult

• Need to rationalise network structure to minimise
the cultural disharmony
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Bridging the Cultural Gap
• New network topologies being developed by IETF

– Working Group on Provider Provisioned Virtual Private Networks 
(PPVPN)

» NOTE: technical meaning of VPN is much broader in scope than the
commercial meaning (which is based on Ipsec)

» To avoid confusion we use phrase Virtual Private Internet (VPI) as a 
substitute

• Programmable networks technology evolving
– High level functions realised as software

• Creates possibility of services provided on Virtual Networks 
constructed by programming a network infrastructure
– A range of geographically coexisting, specialised Virtual Networks 

addressing different market segments
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Virtual Private Internets

• PPVPN WG developing both IP level  and 
switching level (eg Ethernet) VPI concepts

• At the switching level VPI’s are essentially 
extended intranets 
– Virtual Private Wire Service (VPWS) 
– Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS) 
– IP LAN- like Service (IPLS)

• Based on IETF VPN model
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Emerging General Virtual Private 
Internet Architecture

Corporate
Intranet
-Ethernet
-ATM
-etc

Service Provider
Virtual Network
-VPWS
-VPLS
- IPLS

Infrastructure and
Backbone Network
- GMPLS
- MPLS
- Ipsec
- etc

• Conceptualise network as composed of 
three separate functional components
• Note: this is independent of infrastructure ownership
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Emerging General Virtual Private 
Internet Architecture

CE PE

Corporate
Intranet
-Ethernet
-ATM
-etc

Infrastructure and
Backbone Network
-PE to PE Tunnels
- GMPLS
- MPLS
- Ipsec
- etc

CE – Customer Edge
PE – Provider Edge

Components communicate via special edge functions

Service Provider
Virtual Network
-VPWS
-VPLS
-IPLS
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Emerging General Virtual Private 
Internet Architecture

CE U-PE N-PE

Corporate
Intranet
-Ethernet
-ATM
-etc

Service Provider
Virtual Network
-VPWS
-VPLS
-IPLS

Infrastructure and 
Backbone Network
-PE to PE Tunnels
- GMPLS
- MPLS
- Ipsec
- etc

CE – Customer Edge
PE – Provider Edge
U-PE User facing PE
N-PE Network facing PE

Position and nature of routing
functions depends on specifics
of technology 

Components communicate via special edge functions
- can distribute provider edge functions across FPN 
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This Architecture offers a
‘Third Way’

• Note that customer – service provider – backbone 
distinction is based on function not hardware
– No assumption of ownership of fibre plant, switches 

etc
• Offers a way of avoiding networking being locked into 

a stalemate between telephone and internet concepts
– Telco’s can concentrate on reliable and economical 

bulk bit carriage using familiar business models
– Service Providers on customer focused network 

functionality including routing
– Customers on their own business
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So Where Does CeNTIE Fit Into All 
of This?

• Business Systems projects provide contact with emerging 
application network requirements

– Interactive multimedia applications demand QoS focus
– Information Brokering builds on Web Services concept

• Research projects exploring the issues introduced here
– Application Level Network Services (UNSW-CSIRO)
– Virtual Networks Technology (CSIRO-Nortel-UTS)

• CeNTIE – Grangenet relationship provides opportunity to 
explore Virtual Private Internet concepts

• Optical Burst Switching project with IP1 to explore lower 
layer technologies
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Application Level Network Services

1. Network service operation and management 
• Organisation of, eg transcoding and transforming 

(text to speech) servers to support mobile – fixed 
network interworking

2. Application of game theoretic concepts to peer  
to  peer networking
• Ensuring participants pull their weight 
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Virtual Networks Technology

• Exploring the programmable networks structure 
required to support multiple Virtual Network 
Operators
– Interaction with Nortel plus PhD project at UTS

• Investigation of Optimisation Flow Control 
concepts in Virtual Networks and QoS contexts
– Theoretical investigation of stability issues using 

Complex Systems techniques
– Experimental implementation on CeNTIE between 

Sydney and Perth
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CenTIE – Grangenet VPI 
Experiments

CeNTIE
Sydney
(1GE)

Grangenet
(MPLS)

CeNTIE/IVEC
Perth
(1GE)CeNTIE

Melbourne
node

1GE

1. VLAN to MPLS LSP mapping at Grangenet interface 
- now operational (used in previous presentation)

2. Provider Edge function in CeNTIE using Nortel 
OM8000 – LSPs terminate in CeNTIE
• Nortel – Cisco MPLS interworking

3. QoS implementation across combined networks using 
EXP bits in MPLS header


